Moment inequalities for a class of stochastic systems  by Sahin, Izzet
First moment Dnequalitiao aredeveloped for the limiting behaviour of a class of stochastic 
systems, such 89 queues, storclfia or insuranah4c systsm subject to two types of input where 
tha 6kppimary” input is Oensrirted by I compound Poisson process and the “secondary” input by a 
cumuIativ& renewal process. 
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0. Introduction 
Consider a stochastic system such as a queue, a storage, or an insurance-risk 
system, subject to two types of input. Primary inputs are realized at times ~1, ~2, . . . 
and secondary inputs at times sl, ~2, . . . . Let Xi denote the magnitude of the n-th 
primary input and X,” that of the n-th secondary input. Assume that {X,“, n = 
1,2,. . .}, {X:, n = 1,2,. . . ), (ep” =p,, -P,,-~, n = 1,2,. . .} and (0,” =s,, -s,,-1, n = 
1,2,. . .} are independent sequences of mutually independent, identically dis- 
tributed random variables with distribution functions 
P[X; a)=A(x), xMl, (1) 
P[X,” sx] =B(x), x 30, (2) 
P[O;3Gx]= l-e-““, x20, Ir)sA<oo, (3) 
and 
p,” sx] = G(x), (4 
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where G(x) is absolutely continuous with density g(x). Let, for Re (s)a 0, a(s), ‘:> 
P(S) and y(s) denote the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms and ai, pi and yi the r’-th 
moments (assumed finite whenever used) of the diskbution functions A(x), B(x) ,va 
and G(x), ’ . :i 
t-et W(t) denote the state of the system at time t, W(t) increttses by a jump of ‘&l 
magnitude Xi (AT:) at the ti -th primary (secondary) input point and decreases with , 
a constant (unit) rate in between the input points when W(t)bO, {W(t), ~0) 
describes the virtual waiting time at time t in a nonqriority queue with mixed 
* rcjrlewal and poisaon inputs, It also describes the occupation time of the server in a 
two42lass priority queue with general priority (non-priority) inter-arrival times, 
Note that in both applications the service time distributions are ahowed to be 
ge~errrl and different with respect to two arlaases of customers, For A = 0, (W(t), a a 
0) reduces to the. virtual waiting time process of the Ol/O/ 1 queue which Irm alan 
been used in the literature id1 cnnncrtir~n with the theories of stnrngc and intiurancc- 
risk (a&!, for extimple, t9])1 For h SO, n getrerati#xtion is pt’nvided far thefac 
applleutian area8 alNo, to a3imunt for two type8 of input, 
Itn rrdditlon trs W(t), WC nl~cr define W,, * W(S,, a I)) and Y(r) 2 t e ,s,,, s,, s t c: 
’ 114-16 Y w,t md Y(r) I’CptVtPCnf, l%apel!tlvsly, the stnfc of the #y#tCIH inMxiirrtt2lv 
before the n4r ~rcoadrtey input trnd the time &rp~cxI wlnctr he lknt ~txondrrr’y input 
point it time I, “l”huti In tlk ntrrrqdority qucullr ~qjllt&jxt, w,, WIb\IIC{ I,&! rhr, &,it{n 
the of rhs! 4 41~ !Gl3LmI’1I\I’Y rrrrivrrl, WC Ict 
nnd 
assuming that qui%rium cam&ions pravail: und, denote by Q(w), @(s, v) and 
n(s) tha Laplncc transform9 of F(x), F(x, ~1) nncl M(x), respectively. 
The transforms r?,(s), @(s, JJ) mQ O(s) wera determined in [6) by rcjducing the 
problem to the sobion of nn integral equation through the Mnrkkjv process ( W(t), 
Y(f), t 3 ~~)+ Weshall now reproduce some results from 161 which will be needed in 
what foHows, First, the standard analysis of the Markov process mentioned yields 
and 
@(s, 0)-P(s) 1’ dY)[l -G(Y)/- ws, Y)dY 
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In this paper we shall construct some first moment inequalities related to the 
system, The first part deals with the general case and the second part with a special 
case where the secondary inter-input ime distribution is represented by a mixture 
of negative xponential distributions. 
1. The general case 
If we form - [MS, O)]‘l sly in (lo), we obtain 
J 
00 
.K dF(x, 0) = P2-2P:+hYla2(l-h~lj2_l 
l-ha1 
2731 --ha)1 - rT’P1) 
(W 
0 Y1(1-%-yAh) 
co 
J J 
00 
I = Y g(y + u)[ 1 - G(u)]-‘F(0, u j du dy. (19) 
y=o u=o 
The method is based on finding upper and lower bounds for I. To this end, we 
have: 
Proposition I 
frlF(oj2~ I+2/~1 
where F(0) = 1 -Acwl- &31> 0 (under statistical equilibrium). 
(20) 
Proof. The upper bound is easily obtained through expressions (12 j and (13). (15) 
implies that ylF(x, 0) is a distribution function (limiting distribution of the stay in 
the system for a secondary arrival in a queuing context). Therefore, F(x, 0)~ $. 
Also, since K(x, y j is a distribution function, K(x, y j s 1. Eq. (12) then implies 
F(0, y)~ [l -G(y)]& If we use this result in (19), we obtain the upper bound in 
(20) 
For the lower bound, consider the function 
71 O” --- T(x)= 1 *(o) o J F(0, u)g(x f u)[ 1 - G(u)]-’ du, x 2 0. (21) 
First, we cbserve that T(W) = 1 as g(oQ) = 0. Next, on comparing (9) and (15), we 
find, after inversion, that 
H(x) * 
-‘W.-z 
J Yl 0 
t!!(Y Xl - G(Y )I-Wx, Y) dY* (22) 
x = 0 in (2 2) implies T(0) = 0 in (2 1). We can also show by taking the derivative of 
T(x) with respect o X, using (12) and integrating by parts that T(x) is mnonotonc 
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increasing in x. It follows that T(x) is an absolutely continuous distribution 
function. For the first two moments of T(x), we can write, respectively, that 
J 
a3 
x dT(x)= 
0 I 
*[I-T(x)]dx=y;f;$), 
0 
J 
a3 00 
x*dT(x)=2 
J 
2IYl 
x[l- T(x)] dx =- 
0 0 H(O)' 
If we now use the fact that the variance of T(x) is non-negative, we find’ 
* Wl __& Ym9 
W) [ I H(O) 
This produces the lower bound in (20) on account of 0 < H(0) < 1. 
0,) substituting the upper and lower bounds on I in (ES), we find 
J 
al 
Ls x dF(x, 0)s &I 
0 
where 
r k-w: +AYlarz+hculY2(1 -Am) 
L- 
2 y:F(G) 
u /32-2J3: +Aym-kyz(l --ht~~)~- y;(l -Aarl)l:(0)2 = -9 
2r:F(O) 
9 
and, the relations (14) and (15) yield 
IINhere 
J 
00 
Y1L-P1~ x dH(x)~YdJ-Pl, 
0 
PL 
J 
a3 
1 +A< 
&CT 
1 -ACQ 0 
x dF(x)s=,-+A 
- 1 
A=Aa2~1+Pz-2P: 
2741 -AarT-’ 
i 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) / 
(26) 
(27) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) e 
IFor h = 0, the upper bound in (29) reduces io (& - /3: + y2 - y: )/?(yl - /31) which 
was first established by Kingman [3]. We note that the lower bounds are positive 
only in favorable cases. 
We also note that, witl, proper interpretation, the results reported so far remain 
valid for the case where G(X) = 1 if x 32 T (i.e. constant secondary inter-arrival 
times). Alternatively, one%an obtain the same bounds as above for this case 
following the developments in [7]. 
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2, A spe@al case 
In this section, we shall take 
C(x)= i Pl(l-e+ix), x 20, $, Pi = 1 
i=l 
(32) 
with either JJ~ > 0 for all i or pj = ni+i hi/(Ai - hi). This family of distributions, which 
admits any coefficient of variation, has been discussed and used in the literature, 
sometimes in relation to the method of stages (cf. [2]). The form (32) for the 
secondary inter-arrival time distribution simplifies the solution of (16) and there- 
fore ahe determination of the limiting behavior of the system under consideration. 
It also produces ome interesting first moment inequalities. 
In brief, if we substitute (32) in (16) and introduce Laplace transforms, after 
some calculations we find: 
p(S)igl $_@(Aj +A -AG(Aj), 0) 
@(s, O)=- ‘--s 1 
mi~~-l ,- 1 
(33) 
The denominator f this expression vanishes n- 1 times in Re (s)) 0. These points, 
say sl, s2, . . . , s~-~, must also be the zeros of the numerator. This leads to n - 1 
equations in n unknowns @(Ai +A -Aa( 0), i = 1,2,. . ~ ,n. In addition, the 
condition s@(s, O)!S=o = rl’ produces 
i PiQi(hi +A -hS(Ai), 0)~ F(0). (34) i := 1 
The system of equations thus obtained can be solved for the unknowns to obtain 
F(O) @(Ai +A -hS(Ai), O)=p 
i 
jj; (I-?) i 
ii(l_~)9 i 
j#i 
On using (35) in (33) we find 
@(s, O)= mMw 
‘;{ (1-t) 
i 
P(s$.$+-1 * j- ii (1-f) i=l 1 
i-=1,2 ,,..) n. (3% 
(36) 
where F(O)= 1 -,\a1 -Pl[CPi/Ai]-’ and S = s -A + AA(s). Thz relations (14) and 
(15) can now be used to determine Q(s) and Q(s). 
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For moment inequalities, we first obltain from (36) that 
where 
l-ha1 !t Si 
xdF(x,O)=B--- L - 
Yl j2-1 Ai 
B z &--2P: +AYlW+ Yz(l -Aa*)’ 
2y:F(O) 
(38) 
and Si (i = 1,2, . . . , n) are the second ratios in the right-hand side of (35). It is now 
easy to show: 
Proposition 2. If pi > 0 for every i, then, on taking A 1 > A 2 > . . > A,, 10~s 
have 
1 --s n S_ 1 c +- 
Al i=l Ai A,’ 
Proof. that Si > if and only if pi on comparing (34) 
(35) we xi Si 1. The proposition follows. 
We now upper bounds for the first related to 
system. It turns that 
B_.k!& ix2 I 1 -AcY* Any1 0 xdF(x,O)sB- by1 ’ 
A+ ‘lB ’ < PIB p1 
1-Aa,-h,yl- 
-- 
1 -ACQ A& 
(41) 
(42) 
If the secondary inter-input times have a negative exponential distribution, the 
bounds above reduce to exact results. In general, the bounds will be tight if Al is 
cbse to A, and there is some flexibility here in applications when a distribution is to 
be represented by (32). Note that the assumption pi > 0 for every i (stages in 
parallel) imples that the coefficient of variation related to G(x) is greater than (or 
equal to) one. 
If we put A = 0 above, we obtain bounds for the corresponding single server 
queue. This case was discussed in [8] together with some numerical results. 
Performance of both general and special bounds for the first rroment of F(x) is 
illustrated in Table 1 for a number of cases. LB1 and UBI are the lower and upper 
bounds computed from (38) and LB2 and UB2 are the lower and upper bounds 
computed from (42). Bounds for other first moments reported above have similar 
performances. Particular parameter values used for F(0) = 0.10, for example, were 
n=2,p~=0.45,p~=0.55,A~=1.1,A~=0.9,~~=0.6,~~=0.781,~~=1,~~=3.33 
and A = 0.3. 
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Table 1 
F(O) LB1 LB2 UB2 UJ% 
0.10 3.487 8.881 9.002 9.1S7 
0.20 1.213 3.577 3.698 4.1133 
0.30 0.455 1.809 1.930 2.3115 
0.40 0.622 1.893 2.059 2.705 
0.50 0.347 1.167 1.333 1.934 
0.60 0.735 0.850 0.890 1.012 
0.70 0.421 0.487 0.528 0.639 
0.80 0.185 0.216 0.256 0.358 
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